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ABSTRACT
The Multi-angle Imaging SpectroRadiometer (MISR)
instrument aboard the Terra spacecraft is pioneering a
new paradigm in remote sensing of the Earth's
environment and climate system. MISR acquires
radiometrically and geometrically calibrated imagery at
moderately high spatial resolution (275 m) over a widelyspaced array of along-tracking viewing angles (up to 70"
from local vertical). New algorithms developed
especially for use with these data are demonstrating the
ability to retrieve quantitative characteristics of aerosols
over a wide variety of land surfaces, generate automated
global stereoscopic cloud heights and height-resolved
winds, retrieve cloud and surface albedos, distinguish
polar clouds from snow and ice, and obtain textural
information to distinguish different surface types.
Successor mission concepts inspired by MISR seek to
incorporate advances in optical, electronic, detector, and
computational technologies to reduce the instrument size
and mass, broaden the spectral coverage, obtain finer

spatial resolution, and shorten the global coverage time.
These enhancements will make for more affordable
accommodation on future space platforms, improve
aerosol, cloud, and vegetation canopy characterization,
enable more rapid capture of transient events, and extend
the observations to other times of day and meteorological
regimes. This paper includes highlights from the current
mission and concepts for future multiangle imaging
systems.

INTRODUCTION
The MISR instrument' was launched into polar Earth
orbit aboard the Terra spacecraft on December 18, 1999
and has been providing superb multiangle imagery since
February 24, 2000. Terra is in a 16-day repeat 705-km
sun-synchronousorbit, and has approximately a 10:30am
equator crossing time on the descending node. MISR
provides multiple-angle, continuous imagery of the Earth
in reflected sunlight. It uses nine separate charge coupled
device (CCD)-based pushbroom cameras to observe the

Figure 1. Rendering of the MISR along-track pushbroom imaging approach.
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Earth at nine discrete angles: one at nadir, plus eight
other symmetrically placed cameras that provide fore-aft
observations with view angles, at the Earth’s surface, of
26.1”, 45.6”, 60.0”, and 70.5” relative to the local
vertical. Figure I is a rendering of the MISR
measurement approach. Imagery in four spectral bands
(446, 558, 672, and 866 nm) is provided at each angle,
yielding a total of 36 image channels (9 angles x 4
bands). The spatial resolution of the instrument is
commandable, through flight software, to 275 m, 550 m,
or 1.1 km. The nominal global observing mode of the
instrument provides 275-m resolution in all bands of the
nadir camera and the red band of each of the off-nadir
cameras, and I . 1 km for the remaining 24 channels. It
takes 7 minutes to observe any given scene at all 9
angles.
The scientific objectives of the MISR experiment are
designed to address three broad areas of research: What
are the climatic and environmental impacts of airborne
particulates (aerosols)? How does the surface respond to
climate and environmental change‘? How do different
cloud types affect and respond to climate variations‘?
Multiangle imaging provides several powerful tools with
which to address these questions:
1. Change in brightness, color, and contrast

with angle helps distinguish different types
of surfaces, clouds, and aerosols.

2. Oblique slant paths through the atmosphere
enhance sensitivity to aerosols and thin cirrus.
3 . Changing geometric perspective provides
3-D views of clouds.

4. Time lapse from forward to backward
views makes it possible to use clouds as
tracers of winds aloft.
5. Different angles of view enable sunglint
avoidance.
6. Integration over angle provides accurate estimates of hemispherical reflectance (albedo).

In comparison to other multiangle sensors such as the
Along-Track Scanning Radiometer (ATSR) and its
successors (ATSR-2, AATSR)2 and the Polarization and
Directionality of Earth’s Reflectance (POLDER)3
sensors, MISR’s nine cameras view the Earth at larger
off-nadir angles and with much finer spatial sampling.
MISR’s cameras have progressively increasing focal
lengths as the view angle increases in order to preserve
cross-track resolution as a function of angle. A
nomenclature has been devised to provide a shorthand
way of referring to the individual cameras. The
designation An is used for the nadir view; the forward-

viewing four cameras are designated Af, Bf, Cf, n order
of increasing off-nadir angle; and the aftward-viewing
bank is designated Aa, Ba, Ca, and Da. Here, A, B, C, D
refer to the effective focal lengths of t h e camera lenses
(approximately 59, 73, 95, and 124 mm, respectively).
The A design is used for the nadir as well as near-nadir
cameras, providing slightly higher resolution in the raw
nadir camera imagery; however, the resampled and
georectified data are placed on equal scale grids. Onboard calibration hardware ensures radiometric stability
of the data. This observing strategy enables the rigorous
use of radiative transfer theory and physically-based
models to facilitate the retrieval of aerosol, surface, and
cloud properties.
At any one instant, the 36 channels of data from the
instrument do not view the same points on the Earth (see
Figure 1). Spatial co-registration of the 36 channels of
data from the instrument is an essential requirement of
all of the MISR geophysical retrievals, and is
accomplished during ground data processing4.

Instrument-related geometric distortions are accounted
for by extensive geometric camera calibration. This
calibration establishes to high accuracy the along-track
camera boresight angles as well as the small cross-track
offset angles that are included in the instrument design to
compensate for Earth rotation during the 7-minute
interval between the Df and Da views. Camera
Geometric Models (CGMs) are established by tiepointing MISR imagery to Landsat data. This process
has led to co-registration of most cameras to within I
pixel uncertainty. Establishment of a set of cloud-free
“reference orbit imagery” (R01) to which all camera data
are co-registered, supplements “dead reckoning”
navigation (i.e., use of attitude, ephemeris, and camera
geometric model data) and reduces residual
misregistrations to 1 pixel or better for all cameras. ROI
is particularly useful for certain orbits in which
spacecraft attitude and ephemeris data are of less than
required accuracy. ROI also helps in the geolocation of
the Da camera, which has exhibited time-varying shifts
in its geometric calibration. Attaining sub-pixel accuracy
is particularly critical for MISR’s stereoscopic cloud
height and wind retrievals.
Co-registration of the imagery on a pixel-by-pixel
basis is required for the geophysical retrievals, and is
accomplished by using a common map projection and
resampling the radiances to this grid, a process known as
georectification. Space-Oblique Mercator (SOM) is used
for this grid because its projection meridian nominally
follows the spacecraft ground track and a constant
distance scale is preserved along that track, thus
minimizing distortion and resampling effects. The
horizontal datum for each projection is the World
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Geodetic System 1984 (WGS84) ellipsoid.
The MISR Science Computing Facility (SCF) at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory and the Atmospheric Sciences
Data Center (ASDC) Distributed Active Archive Center
(DAAC) at NASA’s Langley Research Center represent
the primary entities in which the functions of M E R
science data processing are implemented. The ASDC is
the facility at which software incorporating M E R
science algorithms operates in a high volume, real-time
mode to produce standard science data products.

GEOPHYSICAL PRODUCTS
There are two principal ways in which MISR data are
processed to retrieve geophysical products. The first
makes use of the radiometric variation in observed
intensity as a function of viewing angle. The second
makes use geometric parallax which occurs as the
viewing perspective changes from one angle to another
(the same principle that gives us our stereoscopic vision).
In conjunction with the time delay between the nine angle
views, this approach is used to track height-resolved
cloud and aerosol plume advection. Examples of these
techniques are presented below.
Aerosol retrievals using multianele radiances
The change in relative proportion of surface and
atmospheric radiances to the top-of-atmosphere signal as
a function of viewing angle offers high sensitivity to
aerosol optical depth (AOD) and other aerosol
microphysical properties over a range of surface types.
MISR’s aerosol retrieval algorithms5 produce column

AOD and constraints on aerosol type at 17.6 km
resolution. Over dark water, the algorithm uses observed
radiances from all glint-free cameras. Over land and
coastal areas, a different algorithm is used, and it
separates surface-leaving radiance from atmospheric
path radiance by performing a principal component
analysis of the view-angle-dependent spatial contrast,
allowing the surface directional reflectance to be
described by empirical orthogonal functions. There is no
functional single-view-angle counterpart to this
algorithm, and because it does not require assumptions
about land surface brightness it is applicable over
vegetated areas, deserts, urban sites, and snow fields.
Example applications include monitoring of interannual
changes in aerosol source locations and their relationship
to surface conditions, and establishing regional patterns
of urban pollution.
An example of MISR’s aerosol retrieval capability is
shown in Figure 2. Smoke from burning of vegetation is
present, and good continuity of optical depth across the
coastal boundary is observed. Both the land and water
retrievals indicate that the most common best-fitting
particles are mixtures containing spherical particles
having 0.12 pm effective radius. Note the effectiveness
of cloud screening, and also how glint complicates the
ability to see the smoke in the nadir view. At right is a
plot of TOA albedo derived from MISR data vs. AOD
(green band), illustrating MISR’s additional contribution
to measuring aerosol radiative forcing.
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Figure 2. Example of optical depth retrieval over land and water.
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Figure 3. Left: Global map of 558-nm aerosol optical depth derived from MISR observations for September
2002. Right: Scatterplot of MISR 558-nm AOD vs. AERONET results. Green circles are over land, blue circles
over water. Darker coloration is used when the MISR 17.6 km region includes the AERONET site. Lighter color
is used when MISR results from neighboring regions are plotted.
underway, using MISR observations coincident with
Aerosol
Robotic
Network
(AERONET)
sunphotometers6 at globally distributed sites. An
intercomparison of MISR and AERONET is shown in
Figure 3 for sites encompassing a variety of surfaces,
along with a global map of 558-nm AOD for September
2002. Unique attributes of the MISR AOD retrieval
algorithm include quantitative retrievals over North
Africa and Saudi Arabia, which are major dust sources,
and over snow-covered areas, e.g., Alaska. Current cloud
screening is inadequate over homogeneous ice sheets
(southern Greenland and Antarctica), most likely due to
translucent ground fogs. Biomass burning aerosols are
visible i n Southern Africa and South America. To date,
efforts have concentrated primarily on validating AOD,
building upon work done over southern Africa7, and
more recent global studies8 for specific months of 2002.
A recent refinement to the land aerosol algorithm has
improved correlations with AERONET. This refinement
makes use of assumed spectral independence in the
angular shape of surface directional reflectances, and is
similar in concept to algorithms developed for use with
ATSR9.

This is significant because structure can affect canopy
light-use efficiency and discriminates vegetation type.
Theoretical studies7' of the relationship between
reflectance anisotropy and canopy architecture
demonstrate that the presence of relatively sparse
vertical structures is manifested by a "bell-shaped''
anisotropy pattern which is brighter in the nadir than offnadir, in contrast to a "bowl-shaped'' pattern generated
by homogeneous plane-parallel media which are brighter
at off-nadir angles13. An example is shown in Figure 4,
in which two false-color images of a Canadian scene
depict spectral and angular information, respectively.
Retrieved BRFs from the MISR operational surface
product aid in differentiating densely vegetated,
agricultural. and forested regions. In other instances,
surface
bidirectional
reflectance
characteristics
associated with wettened surfaces has been beneficial in
the detection of surface dewatering associated with a
major earthquake in regions that were too remote to be
visited by investigators on the leround'2, and shows
promise for mapping of wetlands .

Surface bidirectional reflectances

One objective of M E R retrievals is to determine the
spectral albedos of clear and cloudy skies, enabling
calculation of shortwave cloud radiative forcing for
different cloud types. Co-registration of the multiangle
views at the cloud tops is a prerequisite to calculation of
cloud albedo, and is accomplished using automated
stereo image-matching methods developed especially for
MISR14. Computationally fast matching is done to pixellevel accuracy using the near-nadir cameras, resulting in
a height resolution due to geometric parallax of -560 m.

Most natural surfaces reflect radiation anisotropically.
The most extreme example is the mirror-like surface of a
calm body of water. Generally, the bidirectional
reflectance distribution is more diffuse, with a pattern
controlled by the geometric and physical properties of
the scene. For vegetation, spectral observations are
sensitive to amount, whereas angular information is
sensitive to its subpixel architecture and distribution".

StereoscoDic studies of clouds
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Figure 4. Top left: Spring scene in Manitoba and Saskatchewan April 17,2001. (a) RGB false color display of
NIR, red, green nadir data. top right: RGB false color display of 60' backward, nadir, 60' forward red band
data. Bottom: Retrieved bidirectional reflectances in MISR's red band for three areas in the Canadian scene
shown a t top.
Conversion of MISR BRFs to albedos is accomplished
using a combination of radiative-transfer based and
parametric modeling. An example cloud height and
albedo retrieval is shown in Figure 5.
Stereo height retrieval also provide a novel method for
cloud detection. This is particularly useful in the polar

regions, where clouds and ice appear similarly white to
nadir-viewing imagers. The ability to distinguish clouds
from ice and snow is of great importance to developing
polar cloud climatologies and for studying the
modulating effect of polar clouds on the Earth's energy
budget. Figure
shows an example of stereoscopic
discrimination of clouds from Snow and ice, over *he
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Figure 5. Left: Nadir image of Typhoon Sinlaku, September 5, 2002. Middle: Stereoscopically-derivedcloudtop height field. Right: Local albedo derived by reprojecting MISR bidirectional reflectances from the surface
ellipsoid to the reflecting level reference altitude. Note that it is possible for local albedo to exceed 1.0 due to 3D radiative transfer effects (i.e., horizontal photon diffusion).
central portion of Russia’s East Siberian Sea. The lefthand image is a natural color view from MISR’s nadir
camera. Pack ice containing numerous fragmented ice
floes surrounds the fast ice, and narrow areas of open
ocean are visible. On the right is the retrieved stereo
height field. Although both clouds and ice appear white
in the natural color view, the stereoscopic retrievals are
able to identity elevated clouds based on the geometric
parallax which results when they are observed from
different angles.
Apparent spatial shifts i n cloud position provide the
basis for MISR stereo retrievals; however, actual shifts
can also arise from advection during the 7-minute
interval in which all nine cameras view a scene. To
capitalize on this, MISR has pioneered “hyperstereo”, or
image viewing at more than two angles, thus providing a
new, passive, optical technology for retrieving cloudtracked (and for spatially contrasty aerosols, plume-

tracked) winds. A case study is shown in Figure 7 for an
extratropical cyclone’’. This new technique provides
height-resolved cloud-tracked winds from pole to pole,
which is potentially useful for numerical weather
prediction.

FUTURE INSTRUMENT ADVANCES
MISR was included on Terra as an experiment,
capitalizing on a set of unique observational attributes to
explore innovative algorithms for studying Earth’s
aerosols, clouds, and surfaces. As MISR’s scientific
impact develops, we envision an increasingly important
role for multiangle imaging within NASA’s complement
of remote sensing technologies. Based on what we are
learning from MISR on Terra and from other satellite
sensors, several improvements for a second generation
multiangle imaging instrument are being considered.
For aerosol studies, a major priority would be given to
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Figure 6. Left: natural color view of Russia's East Siberian Sea from MISR's nadir camera, May 28, 2002.
Right: stereoscopically-derived height field. Clouds appear in yellow and green.
expanding the spectral range of the observations. Current
MISR aerosol retrievals are limited in their ability to
characterize particles larger than 1 pm, owing to the lack
of spectral bands in the shortwave infrared. Based on
experience with the Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectrometer (MODIS) on Terra, extension of the MISR
spectral range to 1.6 or 2.1 pm would represent a
significant advance for the study of both aerosols and
clouds. MISR retrievals of AOD in bright desert source
regions at visible and NIR wavelengths constitute a new
satellite capability that nicely complements retrievals in
the ultraviolet from TOMS1'. TOMS UV data have

demonstrated an ability to identify absorbing aerosols;
however, the spatial resolution of the instrument is many
tens of km, thus subject to cloud contamination over
much of the globe. Extension of the MISR spectral range
to the near-UV would also represent a major step
forward in our ability to characterize aerosols.
In addition to spectral enhancements, cloud and
surface studies would benefit from improvement in
spatial resolution. Multiangle views of complex cloud
scenes demonstrate the ability to characterize their 3-D
structure and to establish the influence of cloud
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Figure 7. Comparison of GOES (left) and MISR (right) cloud-tracked wind retrievals over an extratropical cyclone, April 26,2000. GOES winds are partitioned into coarse altitude bins, whereas the MISR winds are altitude-resolved on a continuous scale15.
heterogeneity on the retrieval of cloud properties such as
optical depth. Studies of vegetated scenes also
demonstrate that bidirectional reflectance signatures
provide information pertaining to vegetation subpixel
heterogeneity and 3-D structure. A factor of two
refinement i n spatial resolution would strengthen the
ability to detect and characterize such signatures.
The current MISR design makes use of refractive
lenses, which limits their spectral range to the visible and
near-infrared. Under the auspices of the NASA
Instrument Incubator Program, a new reflective design
has been developed, consisting of a folded, four-mirror
off-axis system. A beamsplitter directs part of the light
onto a Si CCD-based focal plane for the shorter
wavelengths and onto a set of InGaAs detectors for
channels longward of 1 pm. This new design not only
expands the instrument's potential spectral range, but
also provides a miniaturized optical layout that is
expected to reduce the mass of a nine-angle camera
system from the current MISR value of 150 kg by about
a factor of three. Along with miniaturization in
electronics packaging and incorporation of faster on-

board computing, second generation MISR instruments
are envisioned to be simultaneously more capable and
more compact. Coupling the powerful multiangle,
multispectral measurement approach with other sensors,
such as lidars for aerosol studies, microwave radiometers
for cloud studies, and radars and scatterometers for
surface studies present exciting new opportunities for
terrestrial remote sensing.
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Figure 8. Top: photograph of prototype of miniaturized, advanced camera for use in a multiangle system. Bottom: conceptual layout of nine such cameras in provide imagery at the MISR angles.
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